HOW TO UTILISE PURIFYING INDOOR PLANTS
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Spray bottle
Peace Lily
Aloe-Vera plant
Anthurium plant
English/Common Ivy
FENG SHUI
The rules with feng shui are flexible, to allow for the infinite variety of homes and people. But there
are some basic principles that you can use when placing plants in your home that will increase chi:
-

Mind the entrance. Your front door is literally the beginning point in the journey of your home. It
is where you welcome people, and where air circulates most freely. Place or hang plants near
the front entrance whenever possible.

-

Don't keep dead or dying plants. Dead or dying plants emit negative energy and should be
discarded.

-

Think in terms of whole rooms. Decorate the whole room at once with plants, or begin on one
side and move slowly across the room. Pairs are considered beneficial also, so use pairings of
plants to increase chi.

-

Avoid thorns. Thorny plants form a protective barrier, thus stopping the flow of chi. If you must,
place them by a window to discourage intruders. Don't place thorny plants near the front door.

-

The best time to add a new plant is at the beginning of a new month or at the new year, when
it symbolizes a healthy beginning for you and your family.

-

It's best to avoid dried flowers because they represent stagnant energy. If you simply can’t
give up your dried arrangements, be sure to dust them frequently and replace them
seasonally.

-

There are four main ways to use plants in Feng Shui –
1. Counteract negative energy. Locate a plant within three feet of your computer to filter
electromagnetic energy.
2. Connect with the outside world. Plants soften the straight lines and angles in your home or
office and simulate the feeling of being in nature, where everything curves and flows. Choose
plants with round leaves rather than those with spikes or thorns.
3. Raise a low ceiling. Place tall plants in the corners of rooms with sloped ceilings or heavy
exposed beams to help offset symbolic heaviness.
4. Balance the water element. Use plants in bathrooms and laundry areas to symbolically “dry
up” excess water and balance the room.

PEACE LILY
Helps balance people’s bodies and energy fields where they have been exposed to radiation energy
such as computers, clock-radios, digital watches, televisions etc., any sort of electrical appliance.
Also for people undergoing radiation or chemotherapy treatment for cancer.
PLACEMENT:
Prefers bright indirect light. Can cope with shadier conditions but won't flower as well.
This plant grows well under artificial light and produces white flowers, making it ideal for office
settings as well as your home.
Place up high so animals/children can’t reach (toxic)
Its glossy green leaves and upright habit make it ideal for placement in the living room, sitting on a
console table, for instance, or next to a chair or by a window.
ABSORBS:
Benzene (causes drowsiness; dizziness; headaches; tremors and long term effects on the bone
marrow; can also cause a decrease in red blood cells, leading to anaemia)
Formaldehyde (breathing problems or irritation of the eyes, nose, throat, or skin. Also linked to rare
nose and throat cancers in workers)
Xylene (depression of the central nervous system, with symptoms such as headache, dizziness,
nausea and vomiting)
Toluene (mild headache, dizziness, drowsiness, or nausea)
Trichloroethylene (CNS effects; decreased appetite gastrointestinal irritation; headaches)
Ammonia (coughing, and nose and throat irritation)

TIPS
Don’t worry if the plant looks a little bedraggled for the first few days. Slight wilting often occurs when
repotting peace lily houseplants.
Feed every 4-6 weeks Fertiliser.
Keep the soil moist at all times if it dries out and the plant begins to wilt dunk the root ball (pot and all)
in a bucket of water until the bubbles finish.

ALOE VERA
In Chinese Feng Shui, Aloe Vera is believed to promote success in worldly matters, as well as to
stave off loneliness and aid in spiritual and physical healing and wholeness.
PLACEMENT:
Prefers bright preferably indirect light
Suited to a kitchen windowsill.
Suited to a sunroom - where it will not only purify your home’s air, but also enrich your first aid
arsenal—the juice of its leaves can help heal a nasty sunburn.
ABSORBS:
Benzene
Formaldehyde

TIPS
Avoid overwatering. Keep soil on the drier side and only water occasionally.
Smaller pots drain quickly, and any good potting soil will do the trick.
When it does become root-bound it will send up more shoots, or pups. More Aloe for you! If these
little Aloes are not removed and replanted, they will suck the life out of the mother plant- parenting is
tough. Some signs that this is happening include a bright green colour in the parent horizontally
growing leaves.
Aloe leaves should grow upward, away from the base of the plant. If the leaves are lying flat, your
Aloe probably has insufficient light. Although it will turn brown with too much light, it still needs a good
amount of sunshine.

ANTHURIUM
Anthuriums signify longlasting love and friendship. They bring good luck in your relationships!
Anthurium’s bright blooms and shiny, deep green leaves bring color and life to cramped
rooms. Exotic and compelling, with bold, typically red flowers and shiny, dark green foliage,
anthurium, like the hospitality they represent, are long-lasting and irresistibly beautiful.
PLACEMENT:
You can put your plant near a window, but away from direct sunlight.
Anthuriums are well-suited next to a computer in a well-lit office or near a television in the lounge
room - just make sure your plant isn’t situated in the direct path of a vent or drafty doorway.
These plants love high humidity so the bathroom is another possible place for your plant
The bold striking aesthetic makes this a good plant to put pride of place – somewhere you can show
it off!
ABSORBS:
Formaldehyde
Xylene
Toluene
Ammonia

TIPS
Keep pots small as they like their roots constrained.
The plant only needs to be fertilized with a low strength fertilizer once every 3-4 months.
If you allow the plant to become too dry in a pot, it will slow down its growth and the rootball will be
difficult to re-wet. If the rootball becomes too dry in the pot, soak the pot the anthurium plant is in for
an hour to rehydrate it.

ENGLISH/COMMON IVY
Trailing vines of ivy help soften any "poison arrows" that point at you where you sleep or work.
PLACEMENT:
Ivy looks great indoors – especially trailing from a pot in the bathroom. Or even more simply, cutting a
few stems off and outing in a vase / glass bottle (see left)
ABSORBS:
Formaldehyde
Benzene
Removes mould, making it a great solution for those with allergies and asthma.
Can get rid of airborne fecal-matter particles so the bathroom seems like the perfect location!

TIPS
Prune tips if they start getting too long.
Prefers bright indirect light.
Keep soil evenly moist. Will require more water during the warmer months.
Feed every 4-6 weeks with fertiliser

